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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED FUND) BILL (NO. 1) 2004 
APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED FUND) BILL (NO. 2) 2004 
Estimates Committee A Report and Minutes - Presentation and Adoption 

MRS D.J. GUISE (Wanneroo - Deputy Speaker) [4.14 pm]:  I present the report and the minutes of Estimates 
Committee A and move - 

That the report of Estimates Committee A be adopted. 

[See paper No 2434.] 

Mrs D.J. GUISE:  I will make a brief report to the Parliament about Estimates Committee A which, overall, 
worked well.  On the Tuesday it dealt with the divisions of Parliament, the Attorney General, electoral affairs, 
police and emergency services, justice and community safety.  Unfortunately, during the Attorney General’s 
division, business was interrupted in the House due to interference from the gallery and time was lost from 2.14 
pm to 2.25 pm as the gallery was cleared.  It was a most unfortunate instance since the debate during the 
estimates process is timed.  However, it was something with which we had to deal on the day and members were 
able to get on with things once the gallery was cleared.  On the Wednesday the committee dealt with the 
divisions of community development, women’s interests, seniors and youth; disability services; culture and the 
arts; the Deputy Premier; the Treasurer; energy; racing and gaming; and government enterprises.  Also on the 
Wednesday, the committee dealt with the three off-budget items of Western Power, the Water Corporation and 
the Community Insurance Fund.  On the Thursday the committee covered the divisions of the Premier, public 
sector management, federal affairs, science, citizenship and multicultural interests; housing and works; land 
information; and another off-budget item, the State Housing Commission.  On the Friday Estimates Committee 
A finished its week with the division on health taking up the available time from 9.00 am to 2.00 pm.   

I have been informed that all supplementary information has been provided and distributed to members.  Many 
questions were asked and answered during the week, some of which could have been a little more succinct to 
enable us to get through more.  However, overall the committee worked well with the clear majority of questions 
being asked by members opposite, which I think is the correct way to go.  I take this opportunity to thank 
members for their participation during the week and to give a special thanks to all parliamentary staff who 
assisted with the smooth running of Estimates Committee A.   

Question put and passed. 

Estimates Committee B Report and Minutes - Presentation and Adoption 

MRS D.J. GUISE (Wanneroo - Deputy Speaker) [4.17 pm]:  I present the report and the minutes of Estimates 
Committee B and move - 

That the report of Estimates Committee B be adopted. 

[See paper No 2435.] 

Mrs D.J. GUISE:  On the first day Estimates Committee B dealt with the divisions of planning and infrastructure 
and state development, both of which finished early, which was rather unusual.  A little over an hour was spare 
in consideration of the division on planning and infrastructure, and the state development division finished half 
an hour early, so they both proceeded well.  On the Wednesday the committee dealt with environment and 
heritage, tourism, small business, sport and recreation, Peel and the south west, the off-budget item of the 
Rottnest Island Authority, agriculture, forestry and fisheries, the mid west, the wheatbelt and the great southern.  
On the Thursday Estimates Committee B dealt with the division on education and training, which was another 
lengthy session going from 9.00 am to 4.00 pm.  That was then followed by local government and regional 
development, the Kimberley, Pilbara and Gascoyne and goldfields-Esperance.  Although the aforementioned 
divisions covered a range of issues, that session finished early at 5.37 pm.  On the Friday the committee finished 
its work by dealing with consumer and employment protection, indigenous affairs and the minister assisting the 
Minister for Public Sector Management.  That session also finished half an hour ahead of time at 1.30 pm.   

Once again, the comments about Estimates Committee A apply to Estimates Committee B.  The first day for 
committees is always interesting as people settle into the process; however, there is always room for 
improvement.  I make the comment once again that we would probably get more out of these committees if 
members tried to keep their questions more succinct and ministers responded accordingly.  However, many 
questions were asked and answered during the week and quite a large proportion of supplementary information 
was also requested and supplied this year, which is good to see; I know members opposite are happy to get that 
information provided to them.  In Estimates Committees A and B further questions were allowed, which is 
always beneficial to allow members to pursue a line of questioning, and that seemed to work well.  Refreshment 
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and comfort breaks were also taken with the cooperation of members during those lengthy sessions, and I thank 
them for that cooperation and collaboration.  Finally, I take this opportunity to thank the President and members 
of the Legislative Council for the use of their Chamber, and once again I extend special thanks to all staff who 
assisted us during the estimates week for a tremendous job in support and assistance.  

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [4.20 pm]:  I thank the staff and ministers involved 
in the estimates committees.  Estimates is potentially one of the most important accountability procedures in this 
Parliament.  However, there were points in both committees at which they degenerated into farce.  This 
happened primarily when government backbenchers, including parliamentary secretaries, asked pointless and 
time-wasting questions of ministers.  They were ridiculous questions such as “can the minister tell us about the 
good economic news”. That is not the function of a Parliament or estimates committee.  This reached its height 
of stupidity when the Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier asked questions of the Premier.  If the 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier does not know what is happening in the Premier’s office, what is going 
on?  If backbench members in either the Government or the Opposition have legitimate questions - sometimes 
government backbench members will have questions to ask about school projects or roadworks in their 
electorates - that is fine; it is genuine.  However, when parliamentary secretaries and backbenchers ask spoon-fed 
questions of a political nature in estimates committees, it makes a farce of the process. 

It was disappointing, because there were times when some ministers actually sought to answer questions well.  I 
thought the Premier was appalling.  He made no attempt at all to be accountable or to answer questions.  
Ironically, if I may say so, the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, in the estimates committee with which I 
was involved, endeavoured to answer questions.  That is unusual for her, but at least she did endeavour to answer 
questions.  We saw minister after minister, with parliamentary secretaries and backbenchers, doing all they could 
to fill in the time of the estimates committees.  Their motivation was to deny accountability, not to facilitate it.  
So long as we have a Parliament, and we have the Presiding Officers, the staff and the procedures set up in such 
a way that government backbenchers can use estimates committees to frustrate accountability, the process will 
not work.  

Mr D.A. Templeman:  In the division on the Department for Planning and Infrastructure, your members had no 
further questions.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  That is fine; if that is the case, that is our choice.  

Mr D.A. Templeman:  You cannot sit over there and complain about it.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I am making the point that the Premier, in particular, did not answer questions.  He was 
absolutely unaccountable.  He had his parliamentary secretary, the member for Rockingham, asking him puerile 
questions, and then he got up and read out page after page of documents.  It was an absolute absurdity.  If the 
Premier of this State, or any minister, is so lacking in confidence or knowledge of his portfolio that he cannot 
answer questions on his feet or seek an answer from his advisers, he is frankly not up to the job.  We heard 
idiotic questions, in many cases, from government backbenchers; stupid questions that reflected poorly on them 
and their constituencies.  They were questions prepared by ministers, so that the ministers could come in here 
with dorothy dix questions and say something about themselves that they thought was positive.  That is not the 
spirit of accountability.  If it wants to get serious about accountability, this Parliament needs to reassess the 
estimates process.  Some ministers - again I acknowledge the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure - did 
actually make a fair attempt to answer questions, but most ministers did all they could to avoid it.  Smug 
members - I note the look on the face of the member for Mandurah - played their little games.  They came in and 
ask dorothy dix questions.  Instead of asking real questions, they made smug little interjections - 

Mr D.A. Templeman:  I asked several questions from the Chair.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Sorry mate, you are a poor performer; you do not get my attention at all.  

Withdrawal of Remark 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.J. Dean):  The Leader of the Opposition will withdraw that remark.  He is the 
member for Mandurah, not the Leader of the Opposition’s mate.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I withdraw, Mr Acting Speaker.  He is not my mate.  

Debate Resumed 
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Some ministers did endeavour to answer questions, but most members of the Government 
come in here and try to misuse the estimates committees.  So long as hapless backbenchers on the government 
side ask dorothy dix questions like trained lambs, the estimates committees will not work.  It is up to the 
Presiding Officer of this Parliament to establish a proper, effective estimates committee.  That is what is 
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required.  The overall procedure failed.  I thank those ministers who were genuine, but overall the estimates 
committee procedure was a failure.  

MR P.D. OMODEI (Warren-Blackwood) [4.25 pm]:  Having been a member of this House for 15 years, I will 
make a few remarks about the estimates committee process.  In particular, I thank those members of the 
bureaucracy who came forward to assist ministers in answering questions.  However, my overall assessment of 
the process, having travelled long distances to be here at different times, is that it was really a waste of time.  The 
process of rotating questions does not give the Opposition the ability to follow a line of questioning.  I cannot for 
the life of me understand why a minister or the Government would want to obfuscate or avoid answering 
questions.  The estimates committees provide a rare opportunity for ministers to show that they are across their 
portfolios, know their business and are capable of answering questions.  If they cannot answer questions 
themselves, they should take advice from their bureaucrats and give an intelligent answer.  I am afraid to say that 
that did not occur.  So much time was taken up by dorothy dix questions and lengthy answers, particularly from 
the Premier, that it took away the opportunity to get some sensible information into the Hansard and out into the 
community of Western Australia.  I could not attend some of portfolios that I represent, such as the South West 
Development Commission, the Peel Development Commission and the emergency services, because I was at 
another estimates committee.  There was no opportunity to ask questions relating to Peel and the south west, 
which are large and very fast-growing areas of the State, because so much time had been taken up in the 
portfolios that preceded those divisions.  I agree with the Leader of the Opposition that there was blatant 
obfuscation.  The questions asked by government members of ministers were very trivial.  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  The Premier went on at one stage for about 15 minutes on science policy.   

Mr P.D. OMODEI:  I agree; I have mentioned that already.  He gave long and tedious answers to questions, 
when we all know, having been in government, that backbenchers can seek such information on a daily basis 
from the ministers.  If members want to get the information into Hansard, there are opportunities such as the 
appropriation speeches to make comments about certain areas of their own electorates that they are concerned 
about.  However, they come in and destroy an accountability measure, the estimates committees, by asking 
tedious questions.  If there are three people from the Opposition, including Independents, and three or four from 
the government side, and an individual member only gets every seventh, eighth or ninth question, he will not be 
able to put the Government on its mettle or get sensible answers.  If the Opposition is returned to government - I 
am not speaking on behalf of the Leader of the Opposition - I would urge the coalition to adopt an approach in 
the estimates committees which will allow the Opposition a run of questions.  The Government should not have 
anything to fear.  If a minister has done something wrong and gets caught out, he deserves to be caught out.  That 
is what the Parliament is all about.  It is about accountability, but this nonsense of having dorothy dixer type 
tedious questions makes the process an absolute waste of time.  I found the whole week I spent here to be of very 
little value to me as a member of Parliament, and of very little value to the people of Western Australia.  

MS S.E. WALKER (Nedlands) [4.29 pm]:  Contrary to what some members have said, I found some of the 
dorothy dixers to be absolutely fantastic, particularly those from the member for Girrawheen.  When she asked 
some of her dorothy dixers during the budget estimates, she set up her ministers for a fall.  For example, at page 
E16 of the Hansard of the Assembly Estimates Committee A hearings, the member for Girrawheen said to the 
Attorney General - 

I refer to the third bullet point from the end on page 456 relating to supplying justice services to 
regional and remote communities.  What is the Government doing to deal with the problem of petrol, 
glue and paint sniffing, the results of which are wreaking havoc in the remote Aboriginal communities? 

Of course, that allowed the Attorney General to come out with a comment about the fabulous new legislation.  
That is how he was going to deal with paedophiles who were operating in Warburton.  He would deal with those 
paedophiles not by sending in police or child protection workers, but he would bring in some legislation.  That 
would snaffle them quickly.  The ridiculous situation is that ministers write questions such as that because they 
think they will make themselves shine - someone such as the Attorney General will shine.  What did he do?  On 
the protection of children in a remote community, he came out with solutions such as bringing in legislation. 

I think the member for Girrawheen asked another question when the Minister for Police was present.  The 
member for Girrawheen always seems to be very careful and particular about pleasing the Minister for Police. 
Mr P.B. Watson:  What a waste of the Parliament’s time this is. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  An important issue is coming up, member for Albany.  I am not wasting the time that the 
lot opposite wasted in budget estimates.  I can give an example of the ridiculous, drivelly questions asked by the 
member for Albany during budget estimates.  He is given the questions on a slip of paper and told, “Here, 
member for Albany; you do as you are told, Mr backbencher.” 
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Mr P.B. Watson:  Every question I asked I thought of myself. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  The member asked a question, and I cannot see what possible relevance it would have to 
him and his position.  The other question that I think the member for Girrawheen asked was about the child 
protection register.  What a hoot that was; what a question that was.  It showed up the Government for its 
pathetic stance on the child protection register.  Why?  There was the member for Girrawheen doing the bidding 
of the Minister for Police and asking her inept dorothy dixers, as she does during budget estimates.  I wait with 
glee for the member for Girrawheen to ask questions, because I know there will be something for me in them.  
Will the member for Albany tell me whether he agrees with the national child protection register? 

Withdrawal of Remark 
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The member for Albany is consistently referring to the member for Nedlands as “she”.  
That is unparliamentary, and I would ask you, Mr Acting Speaker, to correct that. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.J. Dean):  The member for Albany is aware of the standing orders.  I have 
recently pulled up the Leader of the Opposition for the same thing.   

Mr P.B. Watson:  Yes, I withdraw. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  The member for Nedlands should address the Chair. 
Mr C.J. Barnett:  He should stand when he does that. 

Mr P.B. WATSON:  Sorry, Mr Acting Speaker.  I withdraw. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  I call the member for Albany to order for the first time. 

Debate Resumed 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I know the Attorney General is a bit testy because a Supreme Court judge rang me today, 
and he did not like it.  He got his feathers ruffled.  He does not like to think that a Supreme Court judge would 
ring me, because he thinks he is the important one in law and order. 

I will return to the child protection register.  In the budget estimates - if the member for Albany is concerned 
about children, he will listen to this - I think the member for Girrawheen asked the Minister for Police, as she 
usually does, to tell us all about it.  It is the member’s role in budget estimates to make the ministers shine.  The 
minister came out with a comment about the child protection register.  I asked a simple question, and we saw 
another example of the minister not knowing her job.  I asked who goes on the child protection register and how 
the minister knows which paedophiles go on the child protection register.  The minister looked at me aghast as if 
to say -  

Ms M.M. Quirk interjected. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I am sorry, member for Girrawheen; what was that? 

Ms M.M. Quirk:  If you knew anything about it, you wouldn’t need to ask the question. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I thank the member for confirming my opinion about her with that response. 

Ms M.M. Quirk:  What is it?  You tell me. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  The point is that the minister said that only people who have been convicted of child sexual 
offences will be on the child protection register. 

Ms M.M. Quirk interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order, member for Girrawheen!  This is not a conversation. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  That allowed me to raise the issue of the SafeCare program and the paedophiles who go 
through that program and whom nobody ever hears of.  Nobody knows their names.  The beautiful thing about 
budget estimates is that a member can find out where the Government is in a mess in the portfolios.  With the 
child protection issue, the Government is in a mess.  Quite clearly, the Minister for Police wanted to come into 
this Parliament and take credit for the protection of children, when in fact she is not protecting children at all.  
This Government does not protect children.  The very next day, somebody asked the Minister for Community 
Development a question about that.  I do not know whether it was asked by the member for Girrawheen.  When I 
asked the Minister for Community Development’s advisers whether they knew the names of the people who 
were going through the SafeCare program, they all looked at me as though I was silly and shrugged their 
shoulders.  Why would they know who goes through the program?  The Minister for Police spoke on the child 
protection register and said that the Government would save children from paedophiles.  Another minister, the 
Minister for Health, said that the Government would save children from paedophiles at the Warburton 
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community by writing legislation.  Another minister is allowing money to go into a program that permits 
paedophiles to operate in the community while they are taking part in a program - however, nobody ever knows 
who they are - so that they could potentially get a child card that the Government promised to bring in, but never 
did.  That is the mess and the shambles.   

I am quite grateful to the member for Girrawheen.  I thank her for the contribution she makes in the budget 
estimates.  It is always appreciated by me.  She always sets up a minister for me, and I appreciate it.   

MR B.K. MASTERS (Vasse) [4.36 pm]:  This might be my last budget speech, and I apologise for the hoarse 
throat; I am getting over a cold.  After being in this place for eight years and attending estimates committee 
hearings and trying to come to grips with the huge amount of detail and data that is provided in the budget, I 
believe, for reasons that are different from those of members who have spoken before me, that there is a real 
need for major reform of the estimates committee process.  The structure of the committee itself is fine.  The 
Premier or a minister is present with his or her staff, and the committee is chaired by the Deputy Speaker or an 
Acting Speaker.  My experience is that, almost without exception, the chairing of estimates committee meetings 
has been carried out in an honest and even-handed manner.  Therefore, I commend those people who have 
chaired the committees that I have attended over the years. 

The structure of the estimates committee is also okay in the sense that there are backbench members from the 
Government and from non-government parties, or Independents such as I, and all of us have the opportunity to 
ask questions as we think fit.  However, the estimates committee process fails in the comparative rarity with 
which questions are actually answered.  As others have stated, some ministers delight in speaking extensively 
and saying very little or nothing.  The result is that in the estimates committee, which is supposed to be an 
opportunity for all members of Parliament, not just the Opposition, to ask questions about the budget, most 
questions are not answered appropriately; or if they are answered appropriately, time runs out very quickly, and 
the full range of questions that deserve to be asked are not asked. 

I believe that a number of reforms need to be made.  I will very quickly try to go through the way in which I 
believe the estimates committee process needs to be changed to a larger or smaller degree if we are to come to 
grips with the huge amount of data contained within the budget.  First, I believe that the people who chair the 
estimates committees should be instructed by the Legislative Assembly as a whole to direct the Premier or the 
minister - whoever is in attendance and representing the Government - to answer the questions.  When 
appropriate, the Chair should be able to require that detailed answers should be put into supplementary 
statements to be provided shortly after the estimates committee hearing, rather than have answers read out by the 
Premier or the minister.  In most cases the Chairs take their jobs very seriously.  The Chairs should be 
empowered, not by their political party or by their own good sense but by direction of the Legislative Assembly, 
to say to the Premier or the minister who is answering the question that he or she has spoken for three minutes 
and not answered the question and that the Chair is directing the Premier or the minister to do so.  Even though 
the Premier or the minister may then choose not to change the way in which he or she is answering the question, 
the Hansard will show that a direction was given and the person answering the question took no notice.   
The second reform I would like to see relates to the amount of time allocated to the estimates committee process.  
I believe that the time limits at the moment provide too little time for a Premier or a minister to take the process 
seriously.  They know that if they can waffle on for two to four hours, their pain will be over and they can go 
home knowing that they have allowed very little information to get out and very little transparency to be built 
into the structure.  I believe that, as a minimum, the estimates committees should meet for at least twice the 
length of time that is currently allocated, meaning at least four days on two consecutive weeks.  I do not believe 
there should be a late start or an early finish.  Estimates committees should start at 9.00 am and aim to finish at 
10.00 pm or later if the committee so chooses. 
The third reform I would like to see is to have all government agencies, including corporatised bodies such as 
Western Power and the Water Corporation, required to attend estimates committees and have four or more hours 
in which to be subjected to full investigation by either House.  There is a logical deficiency in the argument that 
says that because the Water Corporation, Western Power or similar corporatised agencies have been 
corporatised, they are largely beyond the ability of the Parliament to examine them.  I believe that any agency or 
government body that involves public money being expended in any way, shape or form or any agency that is 
accountable to a Premier or a minister should be fully able to be assessed and scrutinised by the estimates 
committee process. 

The fourth reform relates to the provision of information to members of Parliament, not just opposition members 
but any member who might wish to have more detail on the budget than is contained in the Budget Statements.  I 
note with some interest that, when the Premier or ministers sit down and prepare themselves for the estimates 
committee process, they have in front of them a ring-binder or manilla folder that is six to eight centimetres 
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thick.  Normally when a question is asked of them they look to one of their staffers, seeking advice on what page 
of the folder to refer to.  They then repeat almost parrot fashion what is on the page.  I do not know whether 
somebody can tell me exactly what is the right term by which to describe them, but the detailed statements that 
are provided to the Premier or the minister by various agencies should be available and provided to any member 
of Parliament who requests them.  I believe it is absolutely essential that as much information as possible be 
available to anyone who wishes to ask questions about the way in which a government agency will be spending 
taxpayers’ money. 

The fifth change I would like to see is to the procedure by which questions are asked.  I believe it should be 
similar to that which operates, as I understand it, in the Senate.  Members of the Senate are able to ask questions 
directly of the senior staff who are in attendance supporting the minister.  What happens at the moment in the 
estimates committee is that a member asks a question of the Premier or the minister, who, if he or she does not 
know the answer, refers the question to a member of the staff for a short answer.  A request for more detailed 
information must then go back to the Premier or the minister, who must again refer to it the staff member.  I 
believe it would be entirely appropriate to do away with the artificiality of that process and go directly to the 
staff member who has the knowledge.  

The final change I believe should be made is that when a Legislative Council minister attends the Legislative 
Council estimates committee hearing for that minister, members of the Legislative Assembly should be able to 
attend, and vice versa. 

I believe that the estimates committee process is absolutely essential for the good government of Western 
Australia, but I believe it is severely deficient as a result of its current process and that changes are sorely 
needed.  

MR T.K. WALDRON (Wagin) [4.48 pm]:  I congratulate the Chairs of the estimates committees on the amount 
of work they have done, but I will refer very briefly to a couple of areas of concern.  It seems to me that the 
process of selecting and recording the order of questions is unprofessional.  The process needs to be more open 
so that members know who has the next question.  The nod and wink method leads to a couple of points that I 
want to make. 

Mrs D.J. Guise:  It is called seeking the call. 

Mr T.K. WALDRON:  Yes, but I wonder whether it is the way to go.  Members do not know on all occasions 
whether they have been acknowledged.  On two occasions, I know of members who thought they had the next 
question and then found they were fifth on the list.  That can bring suspicion on the Chair, which is unfair.  
Allegations could be made that members have been left off the list on purpose.  I am sure that it happened 
inadvertently.  It happened to me on one occasion, which brought my attention to it, and from talking to other 
members, I found that it had happened more than once.  I believe that getting the call is fine, but maybe there 
should be a list indicating who has the call and in what order.  If members were not called, they missed five or 
six questions, which meant that they did not have the opportunity to ask a second question.  We need to think 
about that when members are asking an important question.  I put that forward as a genuine thought. 
Mrs D.J. Guise:  I will make a note of it. 
Mr T.K. WALDRON:  Obviously the times and allocations are fairly loose.  I would like to talk to more 
members about it.  It seems that a whole block of time might be allocated to one aspect of a division and very 
little to another, which might result in the division being rushed through. 

MR J.P.D. EDWARDS (Greenough) [4.50 pm]:  I want to make a short comment about the estimates 
committees.  Most of the points I wanted to raise have been covered already.  The estimates committees give 
members of the Opposition and Independent members the opportunity to question the Government on the budget 
allocations.  It is very important that we be in a position to do that.  I understand that there must be a start and a 
finish time and that time limits must be set.  However, it seems that the management of time caused some 
problems for members who had a particular line of questioning they wanted to follow through.  In doing that, 
however, some members jeopardised other members’ time to ask questions on other issues.   
I speak from experience.  I will refer to my own experience over the past couple of years regarding a portfolio or 
matters that are perhaps not particularly important.  I think it was last year - I stand to be corrected - that officers 
from the Heritage Council sat with the minister for four hours waiting to participate in the estimates committee, 
but it never happened.  This year we got through that portfolio.  However, I am making the point that there are 
areas of the budget estimates that need to be streamlined.   
The member for Wagin raised a good point about the time frame and the need to spell out which members have 
the next call.  No doubt there are times when a member thinks he has the call.  I know that the issues I am raising 
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are very basic.  However, they are important to those members who take part in the debates and discussions 
during the committee process.  Perhaps the way in which the Chair gives the call to members should be 
streamlined.  Maybe there is an opportunity for members to ask questions of the ministerial advisers directly 
rather than having to go through the rigmarole of asking the minister to ask his staff.  That part of the process 
could be quickened.  Obviously that would have to be done in agreement with the Clerk and other Assembly 
staff.  These are all genuine requests to try to make the estimates process work easier and better.   

In future, ministers must apply themselves to the answers they give - perhaps this was required more this year 
than in the past couple of years.  It is easy to do what I am doing; that is, for a minister to fudge an answer to a 
question.  However, it is important that members’ questions be answered.  When ministers answer dorothy dixer 
questions for five or 10 minutes, it does not give Opposition members much time.  Admittedly, some of the 
questions that were asked might have been longwinded.  Members who ask questions should make sure that the 
questions are pertinent and to the point.  We should then be able to expect ministers to give pertinent and 
reasonably smart and quick answers.  The whole process would then run better and more smoothly.   

In the main, most members attend estimates hearings with the best of intentions.  Sometimes members get heated 
and passionate, and they sometimes lose the gist of their questions or answers.  I would not want the estimates 
committees to be abolished.  Being able to ask questions of the relevant ministers on specific budget items is 
most important.  I will continue to support estimates committees being held.  I ask those members who put the 
program together to consider some of the issues that have been raised, as I am sure they will, in the most genuine 
way possible.   
MR A.D. MARSHALL (Dawesville) [4.54 pm]:  Just about everything I was intending to complain about has 
been referred to.  During the estimates committees this year I was incredibly disappointed on the Wednesday 
when tourism, small business, sport and recreation, and the Peel region were discussed.  I was the shadow 
spokesperson for sport and recreation and the Peel region.  I had done an incredible amount of homework on 
those portfolios.  I had read the budget reports, considered the estimates and listed all the questions I needed to 
ask of the minister to show that he was not as good as he thought he was.  I had done all that preparation only to 
watch the time quickly tick by on tourism and then small business and to find that the time allocated for the four 
portfolios meant that 95 per cent of questions were asked of two portfolios: tourism and small business.  When 
sport and recreation was discussed, just a handful of questions were asked.  We then discussed the Peel region, 
which is in dire need of more budgetary moneys.  It is the fastest growing region in Western Australia.  Once 
again the lack of money provided in the budget for infrastructure for the region is deplorable.  I was ready to go.  
I was ready to show up the Government.  I wanted to raise the points I had thought to raise and to emphasise 
with the minister that he had let down the area.  However, I could not ask a question because time ran out.  That 
was incredibly wrong.   
Next year the right amount of time must be allocated to the various portfolios.  No one portfolio is either more 
important or needs more research into it than any other.  I felt I had wasted my time.  One of the reasons the time 
was wasted is that dorothy dixers were asked.  When I was in government as the Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Minister for Sport and Recreation, I used to be on edge when waiting for the Opposition of the day to ask me 
questions.  It was like sitting a leaving or TEE exam.  Once during a chemistry class my teacher said that I would 
never pass Leaving Certificate chemistry, so I asked a professor I knew what questions were likely to be asked.  
The professor gave me a list of six questions.  All six of the questions the professor had given me were on the 
exam paper, which had eight questions.  That is how I passed chemistry.  That is how on edge parliamentary 
secretaries are during estimates committee hearings.  It is impossible for a parliamentary secretary to know all 
the answers.  One likes to think that one is good enough, and one does not feel competent if one passes over the 
question to the bureaucrat who is advising the parliamentary secretary or the minister.  Ministers and 
parliamentary secretaries put a lot of time into researching the questions that might be asked.  However, it seems 
that in the estimates committees of the past two or three years ministers have handed out set questions, which are 
to be asked in their turn, to make the ministers look good when they reply.  I jokingly call them “ministers’ 
parcels”.  They wait for the question and then wrap themselves up as though they are on Who Wants to be a 
Millionaire and are about to take off the top purse because they know what is coming.  In effect, it is cheating.  
They know what is coming.  They have prepared the questions.  The member for Albany said that he did not do 
that and that he chose all the questions he asked.  I saw his questions.  If he picked them out every time, I will 
take him on in a mile race right now.  He asked some prepared questions; I saw them.  That error is creeping in.  
Somewhere along the line - I do not know who would be the adjudicator on this - we must get very serious, 
professional and responsible during the estimates hearings.  Members must have read the Budget Statements and 
have worked out what they want to ask.  That is very important because it gives members the opportunity to 
show to their constituents that their members are representing them.  During estimates committee proceedings 
members have a chance to show that they are fighting for what they did not get but should have got.  It is the job 
of members during the estimates committee hearings to put the minister on the mat.   
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In summary, there must be a better evaluation of the times allocated to portfolios.  The Wednesday was a waste 
of time for the sport and recreation portfolio.  Some important questions had to be asked.  The Government gave 
Perth Glory $6 million without any contractual agreement about what happens to the money.  On the other hand, 
that was matched by the $4.2 million that the Town of Vincent gave to Perth Glory.  The Town of Vincent 
demanded security from Glory by taking out a caveat on the $4.2 million so that the Town of Vincent would not 
lose it.  In a long speech I made one year ago I said that giving $6 million without conditions is unsavoury 
because Perth Glory is a privately owned club.  What if it is sold to a Hong Kong consortium and the club 
disappears?  What if people cannot agree on the conditions involved in Perth Glory taking over the ground?  It is 
supposed to be a multipurpose stadium.  What happens when it is to be used for a rugby union match?  What will 
be the rental?  Who will look after the advertising for the arena?  Who will control all the food and beverages 
that will be sold?  The same problems could occur with lacrosse.  Those questions never got up because the 
$6 million is something that takes us back to the Burke days, when money went astray without any commitment 
that it could be returned if something failed.  At the moment, Perth Glory and the Town of Vincent cannot come 
to agreement on the terms of the lease for the ground.  The owner of Perth Glory has said that he will move out if 
he does not get his own way.  There are lots of intricate questions to which I would like to know the answer.  We 
all know that in question time there is an average of six questions from each side.  It is very difficult to ask a 
question about sport when there are so many other important questions, such as when the Minister for Justice 
was questioned on the break-out from the Supreme Court, how it happened, whether she was responsible and 
why she was transferring blame to everyone else.  Because that dominated question time today, we lost another 
day in which to ask questions about sport.  Sport cannot get in the swim.  Estimates is our time.  Unfortunately 
and regrettably, time was consumed by tourism and small business this year and the Peel region got the flick 
without any questions being asked.  Sport and recreation got only a handful.  I believe that is wrong.  Someone 
should adjudicate on the dorothy dixers.  Why are ministers asked questions that they know all about and why do 
they spend half an hour answering them so as to absorb the time available?  We are making a mockery of the 
estimates process with dorothy dixers.  We are not allowing enough time for relevant portfolios. 

[Quorum formed.] 

MR B.J. GRYLLS (Merredin) [5.04 pm]:  I will raise three points regarding the estimates process.  The first is 
the order of questions asked and who will receive the call.  The process of a member asking the chairman of the 
estimates committee for the call should work in theory but, in principle, a problem arises when five or six 
members motion at the same time for the call and a member believes that he or she has been put on the list by the 
chairman.  Given that five or six questions are in that queue, if a member is not on the list, he or she could be 20 
minutes away from asking a question but not be on the list.  That happened to me in this year’s estimates 
committees. 

Mr T.K. Waldron:  I had to wait 53 minutes to ask a question but was not on the list. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  Yes.  The process of asking a round of questions can take up to one hour.  As the member for 
Wagin points out, if a member thinks he is on the list but is not on the list, he has lost his opportunity to pose a 
question.  It is something that I believe needs to be looked at.  In offering a solution, my comments will dovetail 
with the next point I wish to raise.  To my understanding, an estimates committee normally has four government 
and four opposition members plus the minister.  To some extent, the numbers do not matter.  My point is that the 
people on the committee get to ask questions but observers can also ask questions.  Part of the problem with that 
process is, due to the lack of time, if observers become part of the process, the committee members - who have 
shadow ministry responsibilities or a close interest in a portfolio - miss out on the opportunity to ask questions.  
A solution is to have a set format for questions in which all committee members get the opportunity to ask one or 
two questions in a set order, alternating from one side to the other, which is normally the offer from the 
Chairman.  The only time an observer to the committee should be allowed to ask a question is when members of 
the committee forgo the opportunity to ask a question.  The concept of a member of the committee missing out 
on asking a question in favour of an observer who has just come along to view the committee makes a mockery 
of the system.  That happened several times in this year’s process. 

Mr P.B. Watson:  What if a person has a legitimate question? 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  Such a person may not be part of the committee.  

Mr P.B. Watson:  We had members of the Opposition coming in asking questions. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  It applies to both sides.  We had only half an hour for Western Power but observers to the 
committee were asking questions.  Not every member of the committee was able to ask one question in the half 
hour.  Six members of the committee wanted to ask questions.  If observers are in the mix, it means that the 
committee members with shadow responsibilities for a portfolio will not have the chance to ask questions. 
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Mrs D.J. Guise:  It is part of the estimates process that non-committee members can participate in the 
proceedings but they cannot vote, move a motion or be counted as part of the quorum.  However, as members of 
Parliament, they have a right to participate in the estimates committees.  The advice we give to chairmen is that, 
obviously, the initial priority is given to members of the committee but the right of other members to participate 
cannot be negated.  I know where the member is coming from.  That is the way it is meant to work.  Some of the 
delay came about by allowing further questions.  Although everyone had asked for the call and had been given it 
and was on the list, allowing further questions lengthened the time that members such as yourself may have 
waited.  Does the member believe that should be limited so that committee members get an early call and then 
allow further questions on a line of questioning later in the proceedings? 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  The idea of taking one hour to get to each member does not make the process work.  I do not 
want to limit the contributions of other members to the process.  However, members of the committee with 
portfolio responsibilities are missing out on the opportunity to ask questions.  It is a problem.  I thought I was on 
the list for the call only to find out that I was not and that the observer was.  The list is documented and I missed 
out on an opportunity.  By default, members of the committee should get the first round of to-and-fro questions 
from each side.  The only way that would not work is if members did not want to ask a question and thereby 
bypassed the opportunity.  That happens on some occasions. 

Mrs D.J. Guise:  The idea is to give first questions to the Opposition. 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS:  That happened a couple of times.  Now that we can raise issues about Western Power and the 
Water Corporation in the estimates process, this issue has been highlighted.  Western Power was central to key 
issues because of what happened earlier this year.  To allow only for half an hour on Western Power and the 
Water Corporation does not provide adequate time to go through the process.  My first suggestion is that 
members of the committee should have the first right to ask questions.  My second point is that issues affecting 
Western Power and the Water Corporation, which are key pivotal issues to the budget and the estimates 
committees, be allocated more time in the process.  If it means that we must sit a little longer during estimates 
hearings, I for one would rather sit a little later and have an opportunity to ask more questions of Western Power, 
the Water Corporation and the respective ministers, than for divisions to be wrapped up on time and members be 
disappointed at their inability to ask further questions.  I will limit my contribution to those comments.  
Obviously, the estimates committee system has been going for a long time and is an important part of the 
parliamentary process.  However, it is important that we review that process each year and try to make it better.  
The changes that other members and I have outlined would make it a better process. 

Question put and passed. 
 


